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ABSTRACT 
Certain questions about resultant matrices obtain a natural answer when one uses 
the concept of resultantlike matrices discussed in this paper. In particular, if p(t, s) 
:=E;=+zitWi, 9(t, s) :=~~=objtism-i are two polynomials, +,# are two more 
polynomials of equal degree r, and fi := p(+, $), 4 := 9($. J/), we show that the 
resultant matrices S(f5,9) and S(p,g) are connected by C,.S(~,~)=[S(p,q)~I,]. 
C,. Here C, and C, are resultantlike matrices of a special kind which depend only on 
+ and IJ and are invertible if and only if 9, IJ are coprime. Another identity, scalar 
rather than matrix, is Res( $,9) = Res( p, 9)‘.Res( J/, +)““. AU the matrices involved 
are considered over an integral domain with unity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p(t,, tz) := E~=Oait$[-i and q(t,, tz) := C&bit$~-i be two homo- 
geneous polynomials over an integral domain K. The resultant Res( p, 9) is 
defined as det S(p, 9) where S(p, 9) is the so-called Sylvester matrix (or 
resultant matrix), which depends in a simple way on the coefficients of p and 
9 [lo]. The basic property of the resultant is that Res( p, 9) = 0 if and only if 
either the polynomials p and 9 have a common factor of positive degree or 
a, = b, = 0. 
Let (P, \c, be another pair of polynomials, and consider the compositions 
fi := p(+, $), 4 := 9(+, 4). One of the questions we are concerned with in 
this paper is expressing the Sylvester matrix S(fi, 9) in terms of S(p, 9) and 
S(+, $) by means of matrix operations. We show that S(fi, 9) satisfies an 
equality of the form 
r := max(deg +,deg #), (1) 
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where the matrices C,, C, depend only upon $I and # and are both invertible 
if and only if + and 4 are coprime polynomials. 
The matrices C, and C, belong to a wide class of matrices having a 
specific structure which we try to reflect by naming them “resultantlike” 
matrices (see also [2]). Resultantlike matrices prove to possess some proper- 
ties similar to those of usual resultant matrices. 
We obtain certain matrix identities with resultantlike matrices, of which 
(1) is actually a particular case. 
Any matrix identity with resultantlike matrices generates, by taking 
determinants, a corresponding resultant identity. For instance, the formula 
(1) implies in this way that 
Res(fi,q”) = Res(p,q)rRes(+,$)nm. 
A technique using resultantlike matrices allows us to obtain a “pure 
ring-level” proof of the multiplicative property of the resultant: 
Res(p,uv)=Res(p,u)Res(p,v), 
while the standard proof is carried out in fields and uses decomposition of 
p, u, 0 into linear factors. 
One more situation in which resultantlike matrices appear is in the 
context of Bezoutians (see [l, 3-6, 91). Let B(u, v) denote the Bezoutian of 
the polynomials u and u. We may ask, as before, how B(+, 4) is expressed in 
terms of B( p, 4) and B(& IJ) by means of matrix operations. This question is 
discussed in [4], where it is shown that there exists a matrix C such that 
We refine this result by giving an explicit expression for C which turns out to 
be a resultantlike matrix depending only on (p and 4. 
2. RESULTANTS AND RESULTANTLIKE MATRICES 
Let K be an integral domain with unity, and let p(t) := Cy_=oaiti, n > 0, 
be a polynomial over K. The integer n will be referred to as the formal 
degree of the polynomial p. We denote it by Deg p. If a, f 0, then Deg p 
coincides with the “genuine” degree of p, which is denoted by deg p. In 
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general, 
Degpadegp. (2) 
Unlike deg p, the formal degree is not uniquely defined by the polynomial p 
itself. Therefore, to be definite we assume that every polynomial is given 
together with its formal degree, i.e., a polynomial is considered actually as a 
pair (p,Deg p) subject to the restriction (2). For this agreement to be 
consistent with multiplication, we define 
Degpq:=Degp+Degq. (3) 
Let p(t) :=C~=auiti and q(t):= CmObiti be two polynomials over K 
such that at least one of the numbers n = Deg p, m = Deg 9 is positive. The 
Sylvester matrix (or resultant matrix) of p, 9 is defined to be [lo] 
S( P, 9) := 
a0 . . a n-l a, 
a0 a1 . 
b, ... b,-, b,,, 
b, b, ... b,, 
it has dimension (m + n) X(m + n). The resultant of p, 9 is the determinant 
Res(p,q):=detS(p,q). 
It follows immediately from the definition that 
Res(ap, P9) = ~“P”Res(p, 9), Res(9, p) = ( - I)“‘“Res(p,q); (4) 
if u(x) = x - (Y, then 
S(P,U) = 
a0 a1 a2 .. 
-a 1 
--a 1 
--a ‘. 
a n-l a,, 
1 
-a 1 
\ 
and Res(p,u) =~(a). 
I 
(5) 
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Denote by l,, r > 0, the unit polynomial equipped with formal degree r, 
i.e. l,(t):= 1+0.1 +O.t’+ ... + 0. t ‘. Of course, deg 1 I = 0 independently 
of r. Every polynomial u permits the trivial factorization 
u = lr.Uo, where r := Deg u - deg u and Deg u0 = deg u0 = deg U. 
(6) 
Accordingly, if d is a greatest common divisor of p and q (i.e. a common 
divisor of the greatest formal degree), then d = 1; d,, where 
r=Degd-degd=min(Degp-degp,Degq-degq) 
and d, is a greatest common divisor of p, q with respect to their genuine 
degrees. 
Observation of the appropriate Sylvester matrices shows that 
Res(l,,q) = bk, 
Res(lk.p,q) =bkRes(p,q), Res(p,l,eq) = ( - l)“kak,Res(p,q). 
(7) 
Note that the well-known basic property of resultants [7] may now be 
formulated uniformly as 
nullityS(p,q) = Degd, d:=GCD(p,q), (8) 
reflecting both reasons for decrease of rank S(p, q): decrease by the value 
degd of the genuine degree of GCD(p, q) (the nontrivial reason) and, 
additionally, r zero columns appearing in S( p, q), where r := Deg d - deg d 
(the trivial reason). 
For a polynomial p(t) := Cyzoaiti, n >, 0, and r E N we denote 
a, ... a, 
[r;p]:= 1 . . . -.. ; a, ..- a, 1 (9) 
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[r; p] is an r X (r + Deg p) matrix. In this notation 
(if one of Deg p,Deg 9 is 0, the corresponding block doesn’t appear). 
For any two symbols, x, y and T E N, denote 
v( x, y; r) := 
Y 
r-1 
r-2 
Y x 
YX 
r-2 
x 
r-1 
v(x; T) :=V(x,l; r) = 
(V for Vandermonde). Let t be an indeterminate. Then 
[r; p]-V(t; r +Degp) = p(t).V(t; T) 
1 
x 
x r-2 
XT-1 
(11) 
and hence 
S(p,q)-V(t;Degp+Degq) = 
p(t).V(t;Degq) 
q(t).V(t;Degp) 
(12) 
If A and B are two matrices of equal dimension, say k X r, then the 
equalities 
A.V(t;r)=B.V(t;r) and A=B 
are obviously equivalent. 
LEMMA 1. For any two polynomials p and 9. 
[r; pl.[r+Degp;9] = [r; ~91. (13) 
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Proof. It suffices to prove that the equality holds after multiplication on 
the right by V(t; T + Deg p + Deg 4). As follows from (ll), 
[r;p].[r+Degp;q].V(t;r+Degp+Degq) 
= [c PI *9(dV( t; r+Degp) = p(t)q(t).V(t; r) 
= [r;pq].V(t;r+Degp+Degq). n 
These observations appear to be sufficient for proving the following 
Lemma 2, which, in essence, is equivalent to a well-known identity for 
resultants. Nevertheless, we reproduce this proof here because it treats the 
subject as a purely algebraic identity and is free of using extensions of 
integral domains,’ of discussion about multiple roots, etc. 
LEMMA 2 (The multiplicative property of the resultant). For any polyrw- 
mials p, u, v, 
Res(p,uu)=Res(p,u)Res(p,u), 
Res(uv,p)=Res(u,p)Res(v,p). 
(14) 
Proof. It suffices to prove the first of the two assertions, since the 
second follows from it by means of (4). Additionally, in view of (7), the case 
u = 1, is trivial. 
Denote Deg p =: n, Deg u =: k, Deg u =: 1. 
We first prove the matrix equality 
showing that both of its sides are equal to the same matrix. Indeed, using (10) 
‘111 fact, the assertion of Lemma 2 and most of what follows remains true in an arbitrary 
commutative ring with unity. 
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and (13), we have for the left side 
and for the right side 
9 
This proves (15). Equating determinants in (15) and keeping in mind the 
trivial case of the lemma, we obtain 
Res(L,u)Res(p,uv) =Res(p,~)Res(l~,u)Res(p,u). 
Let r denote Deg u - deg U. If r = 0, then, by (7), we may cancel out 
Res(l,, u) to obtain (14). 
For r > 0, let u = 1; u0 be the factorization of u as in (6). Since 
Deg u0 = deg ~a, the triple p, uO, o satisfies (14). Combining it with the 
trivial case, we have 
Res(p,uu)=Res(p,l,u,v)=Res(p,l,)Res(p,u,)Res(p,v) 
= Res(p, u)Res(p, 0). n 
COROLLARY 1. For any polynomials pi and qi, 
Res( IJIPi, IIqj) = IIRes(Pi,qj); 
i i,j 
in particular, for any p ad q, 
(16) 
Res( pk, q) = Res( p, qk) = Res(p, q)k, kEN. (17) 
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Corollary 1 together with (5) imply the following well-known fact (cf. 
WI)- 
COROLLARY 2. Zf the polynomial q(t) may be decomposed into linear 
factors, q(t) = b,,LI~!l(t - pi), then 
IPI 
Res(p, q> = btJgIP( Pi). 
Zf p(t) is also decomposable into linear factors, P(t) = a,n:,,(t - ai), then 
Res(p,q)=a”,‘bz fi fi (Pj-ai). 
j-1 i-1 
The proof is based upon (16), (4), and (5). H 
Let p,,..., pk be polynomials with 
m-Degpj, j=n.Then 
I h PII 
b2; PA 
\ [% Pkl 
De Pj c m, m E N, and rj := 
is a rectangular (C:_lri) x m matrix, which will be referred to for conve- 
nience as a resultantlike matrix. The basic property of Sylvester matrices is 
extended to the class of all resultantlike matrices in the following weakened 
form. 
LEMMA 3. Zf the polynomials pl,..., p, have a common factor d of 
positive formal degree 6, then’ 
‘L. Lerer has kindly called our attention to the point that (18) turns out to be an equality for 
sufficiently large m (see [Z]). 
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Proof. Denote pj := qjd, j = 1, k. Then by Lemma 1 
The rank of the product does not exceed the rank of the right factor, which 
equals m - 6. n 
Now let +, J, be two polynomials of the same positive formal degree r, 
and 1 EN. Denote 
[G, 4, 11 := 
[r; P$“] 
[r; WP’] 
[r; W”] 
[r; #“&‘] 
I 
This is a resultantlike matrix of order Zr x lr. In particular, as follows from (9) 
and (lo), 
Observe that 
(20) 
where @ stands for Kronecker multiplication. 
For a k-tuple of natural numbers (n,, na,. . . , n,), denote tii := Xi++ inj, 
ni := Ci,:nj, i = 1, k (with the agreement that 12, = 6, = 0), and define 
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In particular, we have, for k = 2, 
[6 G;(n,, n,>] = S(VY $“I>> 
and for nl = n2 = . . . = nk =: n, 
[hJ/;(n,n,..., n)] = [+“,#“;k]. 
LEMMA 4. For any nl, n2,. . . , nk E N, 
[+,4; iSni]=Diap([$,i;n,],...,[~,i:n,])-[~,~;(n~,...,n~)]. (21) 
Proof. The matrix on the right has the form 
where 
A, = [ +, #; nil. [ nir; ~r/“~+‘~] 
and now it is clear that (22) is just a partition of the matrix on the left in (21) 
into blocks of nl, . . . , nk rows, respectively. n 
Note the following particular cases of Lemma 4. For k = 2, 
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For n, = n2 = . . . = nk 
COROLLARY 3. For any 1~ N, 
where the index j in the matrix products increases from left to right. The 
factor with j = I- 1 is interpreted as S( #, &‘), S( #“, $) respectively. 
Proof. The proof is similar for the two equalities, so we prove the first of 
them. The proof proceeds by induction on E. For 1 = 1 the assertion turns into 
[ +, +; l] = S( +, +a), which is true because both sides are simply [r; l,] [see 
(19) and (lo)]. 
The passage from 1 to 1-t 1 is made by means of (23): 
COROLLARY 4. Forany ZEN 
det[$, 4; Z] = Res(#,$)“‘P”‘2. 
The proof follows by equating determinants in formula (24) and then 
applying equality (17). W 
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COROLLARY 5. For any n 1, n,, . . . , nk E N 
(25) 
Proof. If Res( $, cp) = 0, then 9, I/J have a common factor of positive 
formal degree and det[+, $;( n,, n2,. . . , nk)] = 0 by Lemma 3. Hence (25) is 
true. 
If Res( #, (P) # 0, equate determinants in (21) use Corollary 4, and cancel 
by Res(#, +) to the power of L~=Ini(ni - 1)/2. The remaining exponent for 
Res($, $) is 
3. RESULTANTLIKE MATRICES AND COMPOSITION 
Let (p, 4) and ($I, 4) be two pairs of polynomials over K. Their composi- 
tion (fi,G):=(p,q)o(~#~,~J) is d f’ d e me as follows. If, say, p(t) := CyzOaiti, 
then fi := C~=aai+‘$J-‘. Introducing a polynomial of two variables called the 
homogeneous form of p, p(t, s) := l?I~=Oaitis”Pi, it may be said also that 
fi = p(+, I/). Composition of polynomial pairs arises in a natural way if, for 
instance, one considers functional composition of rational functions over a 
field. 
To discuss composition, we gain a suitable language by the agreement 
that two polynomials, say p and 4, are permitted to form a pair if and only if 
Deg p and Deg 4 have the same value. This common value will be called the 
formal degree of the pair (p, q) and denoted as Deg( p, 4). To adjust this 
language to that for single polynomials, we extend (3) with an additional 
postulate: 
w,u,varepolynomials w=u+v * Degw=Degu=Degv. 
Adopting the conventions mentioned, we see that the polynomial fi is well 
defined by the relation 9 := p(+, Ic/), that Deg 6 = Deg p Deg($, +), and that 
Deg(fi, q) = Deg(p, q)Deg(+, J/). Note also that p and 4 have no common 
divisor of the form l,, k > 0, if and only if Deg(p, 9) = max(deg p,deg 9). 
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LEMMA 5. Zf Deg($, 4) = r, Deg p = n, fi = p(+, #), and k E N, then 
b>ckk]+~;~] =([k;p]~z,).[~,~;k+n]. (26) 
Proof. Note first that 
(27) 
Multiply both sides of (26) by V( t; (k + n)r). We have on the left-hand 
side, by (11) and (20), 
The right-hand side, by (20) and (27), equals 
([k;p]~Z,).[~,~;k+n].V(t;(k+n)r) 
= (k PI @Z,)+‘(Wd(t>; k + n)@v(t; r)) 
= P(O)> W)WW> dt>; k)@V(t; r>. n 
THEOREM 1. Let p,, p,, . , , , pk be polynomials with Deg pi < I, i = 1, k, 
and denote nj := 1 - Deg pi, fij := pj(+, 1+5), i = 1, k. Then 
(28) 
n The proof is immediate from Lemma 5. 
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COROLLARY 6. Any two polynomials p, q with Deg p =: n, Deg q =: m 
satisfy the matrix identity 
t 
[+,G;m] 
0 [+ iin] ‘s(~,~)=(S(P,q)~Z,).[~,~;m+n]. (29) i 
Proof. In the equality (28) set k := 2, p, := p, p, := q, I:= m + n. n 
COROLLARY 7. Let Deg p = Deg q =: n. Then 
(Z,~[~,lc/;~l).[~,~;k]=([p,q;k]~Z,).[cp,rC/;kn]. 
Proof. In (28) set n, = nz = . . . = nk =: n, pi := pi-‘qk-‘, i = 1, k, 
1 := kn. n 
is a square matrix, then 
Red+, $1 
L,i<,&“,. 
(30) 
Proof. Replace [+, 4; Z] on the right-hand side of (28) in accordance 
with Lemma 4, then equate determinants of both sides. 
If Res( #, +) # 0 then, by Corollary 4, detDiag([+, 4; n,], . . . , [+, I/; nk]) 
does not vanish and may be cancelled out. Now use Corollary 5 and the fact 
that det(A@Z,) = (det A)’ for any square matrix A. 
If Res( I/J, +) = 0, then #, + have a common factor d of positive formal 
degree; hence also ci, fis, .. . , fik have such a factor [it equals d to the power 
min(Degp,,..., Deg pk) > 01. By Lemma 3, the determinant on the left-hand 
side of (30) vanishes, and equality holds again. 
COROLLARY 8. Fur any two polynomials p, q 
Res($,q”) = Res(p,q)l.Res($, 
n 
Ip)““> 
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where n := Deg p, m := Deg 9. 
Proof. In Theorem 2 set k = 2, := p, 9, := m, n2 := n. 
A particular case of this corollary appears in [8]. 
4. RESULTANTLIKE MATRICES AND BEZOUTIANS 
Let (p, 9) be a pair of polynomials with Deg(p, 9) = n. The Bezout 
matrix (or the Bezoutian) B(p, 9) of the pair is a symmetric matrix uniquely 
defined by the equality 
p(t)q(s) -q(t)?+) = (t - s).V(t; n)‘B(p,9)V(s; n), (31) 
where t, s are indeterminates and ’ stands for matrix transposition (see [7] for 
references). The equivalent homogeneous form of (31) is 
=(x~-YS).V(X,Y;~)‘B(P,~)V(~,~~;~). (32) 
Let K,, be the set of polynomials over K with formal degree equal to n. In 
view of our agreement about addition of polynomials (see beginning of 
Section 3) K,, is a linear space, while the n + 1 polynomials ri, 
7,(t):=o+o.t+ ..‘+l.t’+ ... +o.tn, i= O,n, 
form a basis in K,. It is an immediate fact that B(. , .) is an alternating linear 
function of its two arguments. So, if p, 9 E K,, p(x) := C~=ouit’, and 9(x) 
:= C:&t’, we have p = C:,oui~i, 9 = E.P=“hz7,, so that B(p,q)= 
X~=J[i’,a~~b~~~~, where Bij stands for B(r,, ri). 
It follows easily from the definition that 
Blj = Diag(Oj, Ji_j>On_,)> O<j<i<n, 
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where Jk, k E N, is the k X k matrix 
0, is the k x k zero matrix for k > 1, and 0, is just ignored for k = 0. In 
particular, 
B”” := B( Tn, T”) = J,. (33) 
Taking into account that Bij = - Bji for i < j and Bii = 0, we have, finally, 
The connection between Bezoutians and Sylvester matrices is discussed in 
[l, 3, 5, 6, 91. In [6] the matrix identity 
S(P79)’ j; -07s~P~9) = [ _ B;p,q) B(;9Jj (34) 
is proved. This allows us to express explicitly the Bezoutian B( p, 9) in terms 
of the Sylvester matrix S( p, 9). This identity implies that 
Here we derive a more general version of the identity (34). 
THEOREM 3. Let (p, 9) and (u, v) be two pairs of common formal 
degree n. Then 
S(P>9)‘. 
i 
0 B(u, o) 
-B(u,v) 0 
.S(P, 9) 
=S(u,v)‘. 
0 B(P>~) 
-B(P,~) 0 i 
.S(u, v). (35) 
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The identity (34) is a particular case of (35) for (u, v) = (ra, T,) [see (33)]. 
Note that mutual replacement of the pairs (p, 9), (u, u) in (35) simply 
interchanges its left-hand and right-hand sides. 
Proof. Multiply both sides of (35) by the vector V(t;2n)’ on the left, by 
the vector V( s; 2n) on the right, and by the scalar t - s, where t, s are 
indeterminates. Then, the left-hand side equals 
(t -s)-V(t;2n)‘S(p,q)‘. 
0 B(w) 
- B(u, 0) 0 i 
-S(p,q)V(s;2n) 
=(t-s).[(dt) 9(t))@V(t,n)'] 
c3 [(t - s).V(t; n)‘B(u,v)V(s; n)] 
= [dt)9(4 - 9wP(~)l[4+(4 - 4++>1. 
Since the last expression remains unchanged under mutual replacement of 
(p, 9) and (u, .t’), the same expression will be obtained also for the right-hand 
side of (35). n 
Let Deg(p, 9) =: n, Deg($, $)=:r, and (p”,$:=(p, 9)0(9,$). There 
exists a relation analogous to (29), due to Helmke [4], which expresses 
B(c, 9) in terms of B(p, 9) and B(+, 4). Namely, Helmke proves that, if the 
polynomials + and J, are coprime, there exists an invertible rrr X nr matrix C 
such that 
Our notation enables one to refine this result by eliminating the coprime- 
ness condition and by giving an explicit expression for the matrix C, which 
turns out to be the resultantlike matrix [+, 4; n] (and is therefore invertible if 
and only if 9 and $ are coprime). We reproduce, in our notation, the original 
proof of Helmke, adjusted to the framework of an integral domain. 
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THEOREM 4 (Helmke [4]). Zf (p, 4) and (+, $) are two pairs ofpolyno- 
mids and n := Deg(p, 9), then 
Proof. Denote r:=Deg(+,rC,), (fi,Q):=(p,q)o($,+), and, for brevity, 
V, :=V(+(t), G(t); n). We have 
(t - s)V(t; nr)‘B(&q”)V(s; nr) 
= fi(t)G(s) - i(ew 
=Y'~(P~9ws+wb(4 - 4weN 
=v,wp, 9)v,.V(t; r)%9, +)v(s; r)(t - S> 
=V,‘B(p,q)V,~V(t;r)‘B(~,~)V(s;r)(t-s) 
= (t - +(V,@v(t; ~))‘.(B(P,9)~B(~,~)).(V,OV(s; r)) 
=(t-~>v(t;~r>‘.[~,~;~l’(B(P,9)~B(~,~))[~,~;n].V(s;nr). 
(37) 
The first equality is true by (31) with fi,i instead of p, 9; the second 
follows by (32) with (x, y) := (+(t), 4(t)), (E, 9) := (G(S), q(s)); the third, by 
(31), with (+, 4) substituted for (p, 9). The fourth equality makes use of the 
trivial (but important here) fact that for two scalars a, b the product a. b is 
the same as the Kronecker product a@ b. The fifth uses the equality 
AB @ CD = (A@ C). (B @ 0) for Kronecker products, and the sixth uses (20). 
The equality (36) is obtained from (37) by “canceling out” the factors 
(t - s), V(t; nr)‘, and V(s; nr). n 
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